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Pond & Home of North Farm's Resident Swans
North Farm offers many amenities that contribute to a wonderful quality of life. Residents can take advantage of the waterfront and dock area to swim, boat or fish. A large Club House with a full kitchen facility supports a very active social program. Tennis courts and a swimming pool are popular activities. The Yacht Club area provides for small boat storage and launching.

Running directly through North Farm on its way from Bristol to Providence, the East Bay Bike Path offers North Farm residents the opportunity to walk, jog, bicycle or roller-blade along almost 15 miles of beautiful coastline.

One of North Farm's true treasures is an arboretum that is maintained by residents on a volunteer basis. It includes a "great lawn", many exotic trees and a variety of plantings including an English garden. It’s a wonderful place to view sunsets or the many objects of nature or simply relax and read or meditate.